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NANCY REYNOLDS, ALPHA THETE,
CROWNED BELLE OF ARCHANIA

,
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APRIL 19 - NEXT
SENIOR RECITAL

Mission Tour Departs Tomorrow;
Archania crowned its tenth Belle when Bob Reed, president of
April 19, at 8:15 p.m. is the Rockwell D. Hunt Heads Group
Archania, placed a crown of carnations and roses on Nancy Revdate set for the next senior re

nolds, Alpha Theta Tau pledge.
By Lorraine Anderson
cital to be held at the Conserva
•
Nancy, daughter of Lewis E. Reynolds of Biggs, California, tory Auditorium.
The spirit of the old California Mission days will be recreated
is a high freshman majoring in drama, who wants to go into
Students participating will be for a group of forty members of the College of Pacific Mission tour
education as a vocation.
Christine Klamroth, soprano; to be conducted during the Easter vacation. This will be the second
Jack Carlisle, piano; and Charles annual Mission Tour under the direction of Dr. Rockwell D. Hunt,
Roberts, violin.
director of California History Foundation and Dr. G. A. Werner.

Belle of Archania—crowned a week ago last Wednesday was
Nancy Reynolds, Alpha Theta Tau pledge. With Nancy are Robert
Reed, Archania's president, and Jim Mueller, who headed the
Belle Function.

The newly crowned Belle was
presented with a dozen American
red roses by Jim Mueller, head
of the selection committee, while
members of the frat sang
"Sweetheart of Archania" in the
background. The Belle was also
presented with a gold bracelet, a
traditional gift, inscribed with

the words, "Nancy Reynolds,
Belle of Archania, Spring, 1949."
John Ward was chairman of
the entire function; Jim Mueller
headed the selection committee;
Frank Wolfe took care of the re
freshments; Joe Hinman, the
decorations; Jack Atwater and
(Continued on Page 6)

The group will leave the College
of Pacific Campus at 8:30
.75 GPA Required
A Capella Choir
Saturday morning, April 9th and
OF S.C. STUDENTS travel by chartered bus to the
At Tuesday Chapel
"Fourteenth year students ex Sonoma Mission, the first of the
missions on the itinerary. They
The chapel service on April 19
pecting to graduate from Stock
plan to see all the missions which
will be a long anticipated one,
for at that time, the College of ton College this June are re dot the colorful California coast
Pacific's A Cappella choir will minded again that a cumulative line and listen to the stories
present the sacred selections from grade point average of .75 is now which have added so much to
their current annual Easter tour. required for graduation." This California's history.
This will be the third succes announcement was made by L. Some missions to be visited are
sive year that the choral group L. Windmiller, Registrar, Stock Sonoma, San Rafael, Santa Clara,
Santa Cruz, Carmel, Santa Bar
has furnished the music for the
bara, San Luis Rey and Capihour of worship. In addition to ton College.
vocal music there will be a read
This standard was set by the strano.
ing and organ selections.
Administrative Council and the The sum of $60.00 will cover
Both Dr. Lindhorst, faculty faculty of Stockton College in the cost of transportation, ad
member, and Jerry Dearing, stu the spring of 1949 and became mission fees, special insurances,
and a special tour to the Histor
dent chairman of the weekly cha
effective
for
all
students
entering
ical Museum and "Diorama" at
pel services, have expressed the
Buena Park with a famed chick
hope that Morris Chapel will be September 1947 and later.
en dinner at Knott's Berry Farm.
full to "standing room only" on
Attention to this standard has
The tour may be taken for
April 19th.
been called in previous issues of
college credit of two units. The
the Weekly, through counselors,
text for study will be The Fran
SENIORS ATTENTION
and by other means during the
ciscan Missions of California by
past two years.
HAVE YOU ORDERED YOUR
J. A. Berget. Lectures en route
All 14th year students affected will be given by Dr. Hunt.
NARANJADO?
by this ruling should file a can
After visiting Mission San Fer
LAST CHANCE—ROOM 311 didacy for graduation with the
nando, the group will lunch at
AD. BUILDING. (M.W.F. 1:15 TO Registrar's office, D-l, south Bakersfield and return to Stock
campus, as soon as possible.
4 AND T. TH.4TO 5.)
ton on Friday, April 15.

Weekly Devotes Attention To Local Chow Halls
Feeling the pangs of hunger, I during the rush hours of 10-1:30. Thor's on Pacific avenue comes
the college student usually eats A meal for which the student next with about 600 students a
at one of the on or near-campus pays roughly 60 cents consists of day eating average 35c meals.
eating spots.
choice of a hamburger or cheese These usually consist of a ham
The End Zone, The Barn, and burger, and something such as burger or cheeseburger plus a
the South Campus cafeteria usual Wednesday's special of mock coke. The service is somewhat
ly take the brunt of what the raviolis or ham and spaghetti.
better with a wait of only three
Mess Hall on North campus can
Milk of other drinks are extra. to five minutes due to already
not handle. Excluding the The average time of service is prepared food. As is the case in
Mess Hall because of different approximately 11 minutes, with each of the eating places, 11 to 1
conditions, this is a survey of the serving of the food taking o'clock compraises the main rush
prices, conditions and service at from four to six minutes, and the hours.
each of these places.
rest waiting for a waitress to take
About 300 students and faculty
The End Zone is closest, so the order. Due to crowded con members daily attack the South
approximately four to seven ditions, the wait is sometimes Campus cafeteria for food. The
hundred students invade the place longer.
students come in waves at this

eating place because of the three
lunch periods for Unit I students.
A standard plate lunch costs 35c
and includes such things as ham
loaf with mustard sauce, mashed
potatoes with gravy, apple celery
salad, biscuits with butter, ice
cream and milk.
Also available for those who
are afraid of gaining weight is a
non-fattening lunch for 25c.
Students are rushed through
fairly fast, but the main hin
drance to speed is the indecision
of some students as to just what
they want.

In charge of the food prepara
tion is Miss Mizell who is a
trained dietician with degrees
from Columbia University.
It also must be taken into con
sideration that you cannot smoke
in the SC cafeteria, the running
costs are tremendous in a profes
sional outfit, and the cafeteria is
not out to make money.
This article is not condemn
ing or praising any organiza
tion. We have tried to be as
impartial as possible.

The picture above shows food preparation and serving centers of the following food establishments: South Campus Cafeteria, Thors on Pacific, and the End Zone.
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SWIMMING IN POOL

The College of Pacific swim
ming pool will be open afternoons
from 1:30 to 5 on Saturdays and
Sundays after Easter vacation.
Swimming will be free to hold
ers of student body cards, while
regular admission is to be 40c.

Revised Constitution Accepted by Senate
To Be Submitted To Student Body Vote

The last half of the revised constitution was submitted to the
Senate Monday night by Revision Committee Chairman Jim Mueller.
Assisted by Pat Malloy and Jim Jewell, the complete constitution
was strengthened and sharpened by the committee. The senate
voted unanimous acceptance and support.
• Two weeks ago the Senate
considered four important ques| tions irt the first half of the con
stitution. The questions were re
solved in this manner: Article I,
dealing with colors and emblems
of the units, was delegated to the
by-laws. This question came up
again last Monday night and is
not yet settled.

foin - Save a LifeClub Motto

Earl Collins, C.O.P. Senior, the largest donor connected with
the student body or administration. Collins has given three pints
of blood.
—By Staff Photographer

"Join the College of Pacific , Earl Collins, C.O.P. senior, is
Blood Club—Help Save a Life." thus far the highest donor con
This is the motto of the Collegers nected with the student body or
Red Cross Unit in connection administration. Collins has given
with their post-Easter drive for three pints of blood and has estab
student blood donors.
lished a challenge to faculty and
Beginning April 18, a recruit students to both "break the rec
ing table will be in front of the ord" and "save a life."
Student Union building. For
No one is eligible to donate
the ensuing week students may blood if he is under 18 and those
sign-up to donate a pint of blood. not yet 21 are required to fill out
On April 16, the mobile unit a specified form obtainable at the
from the blood center will be at infirmary. The blood given by the
the school infirmary where those school will remain in this vicin
who previously registered will ity for .the use of those who need
make their blood contributions.
it.

Help Us Celebrate Our FIRST ANNIVERSARY

REOORIHHO STUDIO

downstairs, Johnny Calvin's for Music

2001 PACIFIC AVENUE, 3-8306

THIS CLIPPING entitles you
to make a 10" Studio Record
ing at a Bargain Half Price,
Only
EXCELLENT FOR EASTER GIFT AUDITION
OR JUST FOR YOUR PERSONAL PLEASURE
m

DIAL 3-8306 for Appt — Offer for APRIL, 1949 ONLY

UNFINISHED
F UNEW
R N- STARTLING
ITURE

BEAUTIFUL - MODERN
HOLLYWOOD BED SETS
STUDENTS DESKS - BOOK CASES
CHESTS - WORK TABLES
COFFEE TABLES
KITCHEN CABINETS

SUNSHINE FUSHITURE
HARDING

OFF WILSON
m

— Open Nights and Sundays —

Survey of Community Conducted
By Three Political Science Majors

A "Bull Session" that developed into a topic other than women
was the beginning of a recent political science survey made by
J. Atwater, Glenn Smith, and Raymond Butler.
These three students began to*
—
wonder about radicals that from freedom of speech and religion as
time to time seep into our coun their rights, and 15 persons con
try and turn small issues into sidered it a privilege to pay taxes
large controversy. To ascertain
Oddly enough, several unem
the attitudes of the public toward ployed persons considered it a
our governmental system, the "right to have capitalism." Natur
three drew up a questionnaire alized citizens gave the impres
which asked two questions:
sion of having the strongest fee],
1. What rights or privileges do ings about their adopted country
placing it next to their religion
Artcle III Section 1 placed Pub you have as a citizen of the U.S.? in importance.
lications Commissioner, Commis
2. What do they mean to you
Persons above the average, at
sioner of Organizations, and Com as an American?
torneys, librarians, doctors, etc.
missioner of Drives in the list of
The first 60 people were con brought out the fact that Amer
appointive offices.
tacted on street corners, but ica meant to them free enter
Artcle IV Section 5 restricted since that time 2500 more have prise, comforts, pleasures, and
voting to members of each unit been contacted with the help of self respect.
Miss Knoles' Political Science
within their own units.
"In general," Atwater com
mented, "people have a hazy
Article IV Section 6 makes the' classes.
The general trend of answers concept of rights and privileges
term of elected officers one full
hasn't changed from the first 60. as American citizens. But almost
year.
all of those questioned have
Monday night the Senate con Only one-half of one per cent
have knowledge that covers their strong feelings about the worth
tinued and completed the discus
basic rights. Most people listed of our system."
sion.
Article V Section 3 creates a
co-ordinating committee between
Units I, II and III. This small
Eyes was such a success. Its mor
By Leslie Abbott
committee of six will act as a
alistic ideas to a modern audience
steering group for the Senate and
That THE GIRL WITH THE are obvious and rendered unim
help eliminate trivia which now GREEN EYES in its Pacific Stu portant by the passing of time.
detracts from the strict legisla dio Theatre production is still in
tive work of the Senate. It will teresting and occasionally excit- j Where this Bill Glave produc
make a more democratic govern ing theatre is a credit to intelli tion succeeds is in the generally
good acting and staging of the
ing body of the Senate because gent acting and direction.
drama. Mary Rhodes, possibly
the directing committee is com
The Clyde Fitch drama serves
posed of two representative offi as a bridge in the evolution of the the best new actress in the thea
cers from each unit. In this way modern theatre from the early tre since Doris Blum, makes the
each unit will have an equal Ibsen-like, frequently awkward transition from her comedy role
chance to present problems and Margaret Fleming to the popular in DARK OF THE MOON to the
arguments. It will cut down commercialism of Maxwell An serious dramatic role of "The
long, time-wasting Senate meet derson's Saturday's Children. Girl" with ease, assurance, and
ings. The committee has no for Clyde Fitch served the two mas lineation of the role was high
mal chairman but will be more ters of popular drama and drama lighted by impressive movement
in the nature of an open discus of ideas—the combination suc and visual appearance.
sion.
Bob Parr, as her husband,
ceeds only occasionally. In its
The co-ordinating committee re time, The Girl With the Green played a sympathetic role warm
ly and with conviction. The
lieves the Student Body President
of an Ex-Cabinet duty. Therefore, the constitution to a vote by the young actor showed ingenuity
and invention in his approach to
the President of the Senate will student body.
the role. Parr needs to bring to
be the Student Body President MARTIN AND GARLINGTON
rather than Unit H Director. It
Interesting asides to this im his roles a greater sense of per
also raises the Senate to the po portant move was the regularity sonal strength.
sition of the absolute governing with which Don Martin and Dean
Good performances in smaller
body with the Steering Commit Garlington supported and quoted roles were given by Frances
tee acting as advisor and clear one another.
Lane, Betty Gall, Jane Ellen
inghouse.
The first by-law was brought Haskell, Gene Tiscornia, John
On completing this discussion up almost immediately in a dis Poulus, and Hal Sherman while
Bob McConnell moved and was cussion of Unit I colors and em the bit parts were generally well
seconded by Bob Wilson that the blem. The general opinion of the done. It should be noted that
entire constitution, with editorial Senate seemed to be that Unit I Betty Gall's work in The Girl
corrections to be added in re was an important part of Stock With the Green Eyes again con
writing, be accepted by the Sen ton College and should be con firms my opinion that she is one
ate. Motion carried. The next sidered as such. The discussion is of our better actresses on the
step will be that of submitting still unsettled.
Pacific stage.
Obtaining for the most part
fine interprettions from his ac
tors, fluid movement in central
staging, and smooth all-around
production, Bill Glaves impressed
this reviewer in his initial directorial effort.

'Girl With Green Eyes' Credit to Direction

DUBOIS
CLEANER's
Pacific Avenue
Branch

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR
PASTRY GOODS . . .
Place your order early for
special banquets, coffee clubs
or bridge party needs. Meticu
lous attention is given.

3212 PACIFIC AVE.
(Next to Thor's)

Conveniently located for Students
to Save with
C A S H

a n d C A R R Y

Cakes - Pastry - Delicatessen
1910 Pacific Ave.

Ph. 6-6324

# Oar Cake* Are Made With
Swans Down Caka Floor #
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ABOUT CAMPUS

JournalismFrat
"™
for Outing

ORCHESIS
ioining
plans
Monday, May 2, at 7:30 p.m.,
m
Orchesis, the National Honorary
Shades of the San Francisco
Dance Organization, will hold try- HOSTEL CLUB
No new plans or projects at the Examiner! At the meeting of Al
outs for new members. Anyone
who is especially interested in present time. All the thought en pha Delta, journalism fraternity,
Modern Dance should see Mrs. ergies are being directed toward held Monday evening at the home
Sheridan and sign up on the bul the Hostel Club Memorial Day of Jack Francis, a tentative outing
letin board in the dance studio and weekend trip to Yosemite was planned by the newly reacti
vated group .... an outing to be
Valley.
(room 200G).
held at the Old HEARST Ranch
It is hoped that this year, a PACIFIC CHRISTIAN
near Pleasanton.
large number of women will par FELLOWSHIP
At the regular monthly meeting,
ticipate, so that members will be
The P.C.F. has recently organ
taken in for the entire year and ized Bible study groups which definite plans were formed for
will have the benefit of working meet every morning except Thurs , the acceptance of pledges into the
| organization. New members, who
together without interruption at day at eight in the prayer room
mid-semester. In this way, em of the R. E. building—each day I will be invited into pledgeship,
j will be eligible to participate in
phasis can be given to technique a different group.
"the full-day party tentatively set
and solo composition in the fall
All meetings are student con for the near future at the "dude
and large group production in ducted with no one "teaching"
ranch" of the West Coast.
the spring.
but with everyone taking active
After the two-hour business
Orchesis now has a member part in discussions. Every group, meeting, refreshments were
ship of twenty-nine, and Mrs. meeting on their respective days, served to the group and a social
Sheridan informs us that they are controls what they want to study, hour was held.
working hard on their Spring Re their leadership, and the growth
cital which will be given on May of their group. The Bible studies
are open to everyone.
25 and 26.
The program will be composed Y.M.C.A. NEWS
of individual and group members.
A "Y" secretary's conference
The major work this year will was held Saturday, April 2 at
be to the accompaniment of Stra Anderson Y Center, for the pur
Thursday night, March 31, dur
vinsky's "Rite of Spring".
pose of helping and advising men
ing
dinner at Tau Kappa Kappa,
MEN'S «y
and women interested in Y.M.C.A.
a five-pound box of candy was
Members of the Men's "Y" are 1 secretaryship.
passed by Nancy Harby to an
planning a cabin trip for the 9Following registration from
nounce her engagement to Vin
10-11 of this month for the ex 9:30 to 10:00 was a lecture on "Op
press purpose of building repairs. portunities for Christian Leader Benson.
Nancy, the daughter of Mr. and
The main business at hand will ship in Y.M.C.A" A panel by four
Mrs. Boyd L. Harby of Davis, is
be the re-shingling of the cabin. Y.M.C.A. directors on "What a Junior at C.O.P. and is major
Other building is contemplated by We Expect of a Secretary" was
ing in sociology.
the "carpenters" at that time. presented and then personnel re
Vin is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Part of the group will leave Fri- quirement, certification and place Edgar Benson of Goodwinds,
ment were discussed.
South Dakota. He is also a Ju
After the dinner from 12:00 to nior, is majoring in Business Ad
Mu Zeta Rho Sorority
1:15 various group conferences ministration and is affiliated
Now Being Organized
were held. A period of interview with Alpha Kappa Phi fraternity.
ing interested men and women
They plan to be married after
Mu Zeta Rho, Pacific's newest was followed by a final session
sorority announces open bidding on "If you decide on the Y, What they graduate from college.
on Tuesday and Wednesday, April Next?"
19 and 20. Registration for bid
The Women's Athletic Associa Dale, Fox Reign
ding must be done through the tion is actively participating in
office of the Dean of Women.
Volley Ball on Tuesday and As King and Queen
The first function of the or Thursday afternoons at 4:15 and
At the sixth annual Fun Fest
ganization will be a Sunday sup Tennis on Monday and Wednes
held Friday, April 1, at the Civic
per to be held at the home of day afternoons at 4:15.
Mrs. J. Russell Bodley on April
Plans are being made for a Auditorium Bob Fox and Georgia
24, at 5:00 p.m. On the following picnic swim to be held later in Dale reigned as King and Queen.
Music was furnished by Wayne
Wednesday, April 27, bids may the semester. All girls are in
Shirley's orchestra from 9-1.
be picked up at Dean Monroe's vited to "com' on out."
office.
Pledging ceremonies are sched
uled for Friday, April 29, with a
When on the Avenue
dinner to be held in the Com
missioned Officers' Club with
STOP FOR A SNACK
Mrs. Raymond Dubois in charge
of activities.
AT THE
Committees include Mrs. Ever
ett Peterson from Sacramento,
Mrs. Dale S. Rose of Stockton,
Phone 7-7095
1928 Pacific Avenue
and Mrs. Dubois.

suLrf „^»r

Nancy Harby
Is Engaged

8%

M. Friedberger & Co.
339 E. MAIN ST.
WATCHES

SWEATERS SLASHED

V2

DIAMONDS

SAVE 20%
Your F.S.A. Card goo
for 20% discount on a
watches, diamonds ant
jewelry purchased at

SMITH'S
902 DON BURTON BLDG

Any watch cleaned, re
paired and overhaulet
$5.50

'

DOROTHY POLLARD

The ice surrounding West Hall
was finally broken last Sunday
evening at 11:01 when Mrs. Magee
read the announcement of the
first engagement of the semester.
Dorothy Pollard exhibited her
ring while candy was being
passed. Ed Tempel, her proud
fiance, passed cigars to his Ome
ga Phi brothers about the same
time.
Dorothy, a junior Art major
who spent her first college years
at Cal, is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. I. L. Pollard of Berke
ley.
Ed also is a junior. He is ma
joring in speech education and is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Tempel of Lodi.
After a summer wedding, Dor
othy and Ed plan to make their
.home in Stockton until both have
'finished school.

L. A. CITY COLLEGE CHOIR TO PRESENT CONCERT TONIGHT

While Pacific's A Cappella
Choir is touring Northern Calif,
and Oregon, another noted choral
group will be visiting Stockton
tonight at 8:00 p.m., in the Cen
tral Methodist Church.

The Los Angeles City College
Choir of 55 voices, directed by
Ralph J. Peterson will be heard
in a concert of varied works of
Italian Oratorio, Spirituals, and
light fantasy.

IMPORTED COTTONS

GO PLAID
in
10 smart styles
in sizes 9 - 1 5
and 12-20
styled from
Lincoln imports,
a yarn dyed
combed woven
cottons.
Guaranteed
color fast.

A variety of
multi-colored

SILVER

GIFTS

ICE SURROUNDING NEST HALL
BROKEN BY FIRST ENGAGEMENT

Especially For You
i

Sale Begins at Noon Today

Plaids
to choose from
and Sanforized,
too
— AT-

8.90

ALSO

OTHER REDUGTIOS

AT PENNEY'S
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C. 0. P. NINE OPENS CCAA PLAY AGAINST AZTECS
Netmen Travel South to Meet
Bengals Encounter Cal Monday;
Southern Cal Trojans; U.C.L.A. 1tactJ
Drop Games to Ports, Reds
ports
By Don Dragoo

After dropping games to the Stockton Ports, 10-6, and Mode
Reds, 2-1, the Tiger baseball nine returns to collegiate competitf °
next week when they face the U. of California and the San Die°n
Aztecs.
f The Bears boasting a team batting average of .307 should giVe
the Bengals trouble in their Mon
day night meeting at Oak Park
Besides batting power Cal has
By Norm Bitter
three moundsmen of noteworthy
ability
in Jack Jensen, Bob An
What Cal swim coach George
Stroth had predicted would be a derson and "Wimpy" Jones. So
toss-up, actually proved to be a far Jensen and Anderson have
combination walkaway victory been wielding big sticks as well as
and record derby for the joint silencing opposing batters.

Following an all-victorious weekend, the College of Pacific
Tennis Team travels to Los Angeles today and tomorrow to engage
U.C.L.A. and Southern California.
Both southern teams will pre-*
sent formidable opposition for
the Tigers since the Bruins and
the Trojans are rated among the
top clubs in the country.
Last weekend's undertakings
included victories over University
of California and Stanford Uni
versity. The Indians from the
Farm offered little trouble to the
rampaging Tigers and went down
under a stinging 8 to 1 mauling.
California fared somewhat bet
ter. The victory bound Tigers
wrapped up the Saturday after
noon affair 6 to 3.

Natators Get Cal
New Records Set

forces of Stockton College and
Tuesday, Pacific opens its
College of Pacific when they
hosted the U.C. Varsity and C.C.A.A. play against the San
Freshmen Wednesday afternoon Diego Aztecs. Wednesday the
The Tigers triumphed 48-27 same clubs will play a double
over the Bears, while the Cubs header on Knoles Field.

HALL INJUBED
Bob Hall, the power man from
Pacific, hit the asphalt courts
with a badly turned ankle during
the second game of his singles
match, and the match was for
feited to allow Bob time to re
cover for the doubles. In spite of
the bad ankle, Hall played bril
liant tennis during the doubles
match, which resulted in a win
for Hall and Winrich over Dick
Grenfell and Gene Shotkin of
California.

BEABS, INDIANS, BESULTS

Above is the College of Pacific tennis team getting a few point
ers from Coach Emmet Shoffner. From left to right they are
(kneeling) Clint Arbuckle, Don Hamilton, Hank Pfister, (standing)
Don Dragoo, team manager; Ted Collins, Bob Hall and Darrell
Winrich.

SKIERS END SEASON
IN D0NNER MEET

TRACKMEN TRY
COMEBACK

measured the neophytes 0-0.
Though Stroth wisely hesitated
from any rash soothsaying re
garding the chances of his fresh
men team
against
Anttila's
mighty Cubs, he did inform the
local daily journal earlier this
week that his Gold and Blue
would take five first places from
the Tigers.
Only the veteran Waldo Cook
and ex Stockton Cubber Bill Phil
lips could turn the winning trick
for Cal, Cook edging Bill McMillen in the 200 yard breastroke and
Phillips nosing out teammate
Bob Dickey in the 440 freestyle.
Highlighting the six new en
tries into the record books was
another masterful performance
by Jon Stebbins. With a 2:24.2
200-yard breastroke he bettered
the National J.C. mark and also
the existing C.O.P. standard set
by Ralph Wright in 1943.

The Conference foe from down
by the border have two fine hurlers in Bill Ruzich, a southpaw
with early season earned run av
erage of 1.80, and Dick Barnes a
right hander who was AU-CCAA
basketball center this year. The
Aztecs chased the Tigers down to
the wire last season finishing
second and Coach Charlie Smith
is well pleased with the teams
showing the year.

Friday night's loss to the Ports
Clint Arbuckle, Pacific, stopped
came about mainly through er
Fred Lewis, Stanford, 8-6, 1-6,
rors by the Bengal infielders.
6-4, in the feature match Friday!
The call of the robins sends the
By JIM GALLAGHER
The local pros jumped on starting
Hank Pfister, C.O.P., wrapped up
Delta Rhythm boys scurrying to
Pacific's tattered tracksters, hu
hurler Sam West in the first in
Bob Lewis, Stanford, 6-1, 3-6, 6-2, Donner Summit and the Vandermiliated 101-30 last Saturday by
ning for three runs on three hits
in the second singles match.
bilt Ski Meet. Next Thursday
before centerfielder Sutherland
SINGLES: Don Hamilton (P) finds the College of Pacific Ski a haughty Stanford crew, will at
grounded out Dietrich to Adkins.
d. Lucius Barbour, 6-0, 9-7; Dar- team on their way to round out tempt to redeem themselves in
rell Winrich (P) d. Vince Schmie- a very successful 1949 skiing sea the eyes of their admirers tomor
West walked three men to
der 6-0, 6-1; Bob Hall (P) d. Bob son as they compete in collegiate row when they engage the Fres
start the second inning then er
Forbes 2-6, 6-3, 6-4; Errol Lycette competition for the last time this no State Bulldogs in a dual meet
rors by Dietrich and Jones ended
at Fresno's Ratcliff Stadium.
(S) d. Ted Collins 6-2, 2-6, 8-6.
year.
up in three more runs for the
The Fresno contingent, noneDOUBLES: Pfister - Hamilton
Ports. West fanned two in the
Bob Wilson, Edy Kaupilla, Bob
Frank
Poucher
c h u r n e d third then was lifted for pinch
(P) d. F. Lewis-Forbes 6-3, 64; McMahon, Rodger Wickman, Bob too-impressive in their meet with
Collins-Arbuckle (P) d. B. Lewis- Nelson, and Elton Murphy don California, St. Mary's and Santa through the six laps of the gruel hitter Don Beaver in the fourth
Barbour 4-6, 6-3, 6-2; Hall-Win- skis and carry the Tigers hopes Clara last Saturday, figure to give ling 150-yard backstroke in 1:40.1 who drew a walk. Grunsky fin
to erase the pool record of Freddy ished the game for Pacific giving
rich (P) d. Schmieder-Phil Niel for victory in the meet. Upon the the Tigers a strong argument.
sen 8-6, 6-3.
Fresno is led by their veteran Van Dyke set in 1938. In the up four runs on three hits.
performances of these talented
Pacific swept the doubles skiers Pacific's colors have been hurdler, Merle Martin, who ran Cub-Cal Frosh dorsal event, Gene
The Tigers put on a four-run
matches against California and spread far and wide during the the lows in 24 flat ahd the highs Nyquist also shattered precedent
rally
in the ninth on two hits by
in
15
flat
at
Berkeley,
and
is
cap
by
besting
his
own
NCJCC
rec
broke even at 3 and 3 on the past year and there seems to be
Adkins and Dietrich and walks
singles end.
able of doing better. Quarter mil- ord of 1:46.6.
Nyquist
was
no alteration of showing in the
to Markall, Torvick and Jones.
er McCoullough ran 49.8, while clocked at 1:45.6.
SINGLES: George Gossler (C) near future.
Sonnie Adkins led the Tigers in
d. Clint Arbuckle 2-6, 6-4, 6-3;
Rick
Collins,
another
hurdler,
Dick Cullenward, the sensa
Wilson, trophy man from the
Hank Pfister (P) d. Morris So! Donner Summit Memorial 26 mile ran 24.7 and 15.7. Dick Vierra, un tional Cub natator got his name out-hitting the Ports 7-6 with
colov 8-6, 6-4; Wally McDonald cross-country last month, along predictable Bulldog distance man, in the record books when he shat three for five.
(C) d. Don Hamilton 6-2, 0-6, 6-4; with Rog Wickman, another tro may score heavily.
Tuesday's game against the
tered the National J.C. record for
Darrell Winrich (P) d. Dick phy winner at the same race, will
In the field, the Bulldogs have the 220 with a 2:16 mark. Bob Modesto Beds found Stan McWilGrenfell 6-4, 6-4; Ted Collins (P) lead the Tigers at the Yanderbilt Ivan Allain, a 135-foot discuss Jiminez got the other new stan liams and Norm Carpenter and
d. Gene Shotkin 6-3, 6-3; Merril meet. However, plenty of help tosser, Trichenor at 47 feet in the dard as he broke the conference Ken Cannon in a pitchers' duel.
Albert (C) d. Bob Hall by default. and competition will generate shot, Fairless at 22' 2" in the record for the 50 yard race.
Pacific took a one-run lead in the
DOUBLES: * Pfister - Hamilton from the remaining members of broadjump, and H#>ner, a 13 foot
The month-old dream of Don ninth when McWilliam's single
(P) d. Gossler-Albert 7-5, 6-2; Ar- the well-balanced Tiger aggrega pole vaulter.
Driggs, Bob Brown, Wayne La- drove in Dietrich who was hit by
buckle-Collins (P) d. Socolov-Mc- tion.
Winners last week at Stanford velle, and Bob Steel to supplant Cannon.
Donald 7-5, 6-2; Hall Winrich (P)
for the Tigers were Ray Kring, the four-man relay standard set
The Reds came back in the last
d. Grenfell-Shotkin 6-4, 8-6.
rapidly-improving pole vaulter in March by Fullerton JC was
of the ninth when with two men
who scaled 13' 6", and Don Har also realized.
The sprinting on a double off the left field wall
DOWN PEPPEBDINE
dy, who ran a 22.2 220. Eddie Ma Pacific foursome turned the feat
escaped West allowing two runs
Wednesday afternoon on the
con ran a beautiful 440 before
to cross the plate. McWilliams
Oak Park courts the College of
The intramural golf tournament losing a 3-inch decision to Larry in a time of 3:40 flat.
the Pacific tennis aggregation has been postponed until after
By virtue of the Cubs' pair of allowed only four hits while the
Hoff, and Duane Putman hefted
downed a hard-fighting Pepper- Easter vacation. This week has
archive entries for the day, they Carpenter and Cannon combine
the shot a terrific 50' IV2". Other
dine Wave team 8 matches to 1. been spent with practice and for
brought to 31 their total of rec doled out three bingles to the
wise, with the exception of Hal
Henry Pfister, playing in the the purpose of establishing a
ords set in the still young season Orange and Black.
Buck's 6' 2" high jump, Pacific
number one slot for the Bengals handicap. The group of contest
of 1949. Seven of these standards
Playing four games in three
performances ranged from poor
was the only Tiger loser when ants has now spread to 21 mem
have been of National J.C. tempo. days will test the strength of the
to terrible.
he dropped his match with Ed bers. Dr. Voltmer requests that
Where marks did not enter the Tiger mound staff (as to their
Coach Earl Jackson has been
Roginson 6-2, 3-6, 4-6. Roginson is all the contestants report for a
record
books, they at least pro stamina) as well as give all of
driving his charges hard this
a very highly rated Southern meeting at the gym Monday the
week, however, and a Tiger vic vided a large measure of self Coach McWilliams chuckers a
California netman.
18th at 4:15 to talk over the play tory tomorrow is entiely possible. satisfaction for their holders. Don chance to show their wares:
Messrs. Arbuckle, Hamilton, ing setup.
Driggs splashed through the 220
Pacific is undefeated in colle
Winrich, Hall, Collins all took
The Monday following vacation drawing will take place Monday freestyle in 2:19, which consti giate competition and has an
their matches with comparative will be the last day to sign up
tuted the best time of his college
afternoon.
over all record of four wins and
ease. Clint Arbuckle exhibited for the mixed doubles tennis
Tuesday the 19th will be the career and also silenced all two losses so far this season. The
his remarkable recuperative pow tournament, so you fellas better
last day to enter the Softball doubts as to his CCAA prospects. Orange and Black hold victories
ers in his games when he lost pick yourself a girl for a partner
Sprinter Bobby Steel also was over St. Marys, Santa Clara, Stan
tournament and there will be a
the first set 0-6, but came back and go over jo the gym and put
meeting in the gym at 4:15 to clocked at his best times of the ford, and Fairfield Army Air
to take the final two 6-1, 6-0.
your names down. The schedule make out the schedules.
(continued on page 5)
Base.

Intramural Golf Entries
Increased to 21
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Phil-Ins

VACATION BROADCASTS

STOCKTON TRACK TEAM HOSTS
VALLEJO. GRANT TECH TODAY

Radio Stations KAEO and
KCVN will broadcast all the home
By Guthrie
games played by the College of
the Pacific baseball nine during
By Stan Klevan
One hundred-sixteen swimmers representing some fifteen junior the Easter Vacation week. The
Relaxing after their overwhelming win over San Francisco
colleges have entered the National Junior College swimming cham stations cover all major sporting and Yuba last Saturday, the Stockton College track rovers prepare
pionships to be held at the Oak Park pool on the week-end of
to meet Vallejo Junior College and Grant Tech this afternoon in
events at Pacific.
April 22.
Baxter Stadium at 3 p.m.
Among the schools who have entered thus far are Compton,
' Save your strength for after
Fullerton, Los Angeles City College, Santa Monica, Muir College,
the Easter Vacation, is the gen
C.O.P. - S.C. SPORT EVENTS
Monterey College and Reedley.
eral feeling circulating through
The most bitterly contested race of the meeting should be
the S.C. ranks. A look at the of
Today — C.O.P. vs. U.C.L.A.—Tennis, there
breastroke event which matches Emie Polte of Fullerton, National
ficial
performances turned out by
C.O.P. vs. Modesto J.C.—Golf, here
J.C. breastroke champ, Ed Hughs of El Camino College who has
both Vallejo and Grant seems to
S.C. vs. Vallejo, Grant—Track, here
broken the N.J.C. record of last year and Jon Stebbins, Stockton
confirm this viewpoint. Both
College's breaststroke flyer.
Sat.. — C.O.P. vs. U.S.C.—Tennis, there
teams have done very poorly in
The Stockton mermen probably will be installed as co-favorites
past meets this season.
S.C. vs. Hartnell—Tennis, there
with the strong Fullerton aggregation, at the onset of the affair.
S.C. vs. Modesto—Baseball, here
The April Fool air seems to
The Cubs have compiled an impressive record this season bettering
have fooled most observers who
C.O.P. vs. S.F. State—Golf, Harding Park
34 assorted N.J.C., Conference and pool records.
expected San Francisco to dom
C.O.P. vs. Cal Poly—Swimming, here
Special student tickets for the two-day meeting are on sale
inate last week"s meet. On the
C.O.P. vs. Fresno—Track, there
at the gym office. Ducats may also be obtained from any member
contrary,
Coach Boyd Thompson's
of the Cub team.
April 11—C.O.P. vs. California—Baseball, Oak Park
thincladS handed the S. F. "Rams"
A display of the trophies and medals to be awarded at the April 12—C.O.P. vs. San Diego St.—Baseball, Knoles Field
a 102 1/3 to 33 1/3 drubbing.
affair is on exhibit in the windows of Smith and Lang in down
Yuba's 16 1/3 points indicate they
April 11-13—C.O.P. golfers in NCIGC.
town Stockton.
were there, even though no one
April
13—C.O.P.
vs.
San
Diego—Baseball,
Knoles
Field
FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
noticed it.
The official 1949 football schedule for the College of the
'Boyd's Bullet," Rayce Mason,
Pacific has finally been released with six home stands listed. The
came through for his usual in
following is the complete list of games:
the 34-mile, and pulled the mile
Date
Team
Place
By Powell
relay out of the fire with a lastSept. 17
University of San Francisco Lodi
minute. burst of speed.
Sept. 24
Loyola
Los Angeles
Riding on a victory string of
Switching from the surprising
Oct. 1
Cincinatti
Stockton
five straight the Tiger linksmen
to the expected categories was
Stockton
Oct. 8
Nevada
are ready to engage the Modesto
the 220-yard dash neatly pocketed
Oct. 15
San Diego
Portland
Pirates and the San Francisco
By BOB WHITNEY
by Lloyd Lundstrom. Equal
Stockton
St. Gators in meets this weekend.
Oct. 22
San Jose
Three more National JC swim praise goes to those who gar
San Jose
Portland
Pacific humbled both these op
Oct. 28
ponents in their first meeting by ming records fell as Stockton Col nered the first three positions in
Santa Barbara
Nov. 4
Santa Barbara
Lodi
identical scores, 25%—1%. This lege defeated the Stanford Frosh their class; Kayser, Tofflemier,
Nov. 12
Utah
Fresno
afternoon the Pirates try out the and Modesto JC in a three-way and Culp in Pole Vaulting, and
Nov. 18
Fresno
Country Club in hopes of giving meet held at the Stanford Pool Fairchild, Lipsky, and Gaedtke in
San Luis Obispo
Nov. 24
Cal Poly
the Shot-Put.
A game is also tentatively slated in Hawaii on December 16. a respectful showing; then the last Saturday.
However, praise of the week
Gators play host to Pacific at
Dick Cullenward swam the 220
MEET SWIMMERS
University of Arizona's swimming team has been added to Harding Park tomorrow after and 440 in the record times of goes to the team as a whole.
2:15.8 and 4:55.5 while Jon Steb Their high score of 102 1/3 seems
the schedule of the Bengal natators. The two schools will meet at noon.
bins swam a special event 100 yd to come directly out of Thomp
the Pacific pool on April 19.
GOLF CHAMPIONSHIPS
son's stressing of teamwork.
FRESNO STATE SPRINTER
While most of us are soaking breast stroke in 1:03.2.
Bill Martinson, who is currently handling the sprint chores up sun at the beach, the Orange
The team of Nyquist, Stebbins RESULTS
for the Fresno State Bulldogs, is the former Southwest Confer and Black niblickers will be at and Jiminez won 300 yd. Medley 100—:10.0—Bcltramc (SF); Gallagher
ence champion out of Baylor. Martinson has turned in consistently tempting to annex the Northern relay. Then Cullenward took first (St); Lundstrom (St); Hoffman (SF).
220—:23.0—Lunstrom (St); Gallagher
good times in both the hundred and the two-twenty in years past California Intercollegiate Golf in the 220 while Gillin placed (St):
Hoffman (SF); Bone (Y).
446—:49.4—Mason (St); Wood (St);
with his best marks being .9:6 in the century and .21.1 in the Championships at Pasatiempo, third. Jiminez was held to second
Leahy (V); Carnegie (SF).
longer event. However, the former southwest flash is having Santa Cruz, during Easter vaca place in both the 50 and 100 yd 880—2:07.1—Moore (SF): Leahy (V),
Robinson (St); Spencer (V).
tion.
trouble rounding into form this season.
sprints, as Modesto gathered its Mile—5:0.1.4 — Wickman (St); Drew
Five stickers will accompany one and only point by placing (St); Pearson (SF); Spencer (V).
SLUGGERS
Two Mile—11 ;26.5—Drew (St); SwcenDon Beaver, the fast improving back stop for the Tiger Base coach Larry Siemering to the fourth in the 50. Gillin took
:H^,ctkTsT, ;(S!U
ball club had the highest batting average on the team up to last famous hill course. Teeing off fourth in the 100.
1 (St); Smith
jflL—-27
.
V
—'walttCTTuesday's Modesto encounter. He was belting the ball at a fat Wednesday under the Bengal
Albert and Parrott took 1-2 in (St); Hurst (SF); Bone (V) tied with
.555 clip. Sonnie Adkins, first baseman on Coach McWilliams' nine, Banner will be Bud Troyer, for
the diving and captain Nyquist
— He between Keyser
was holding down the number two spot with 8 hits in 23 trips mer semi-finalist, whose dad is and Fairchilds placed 2-3 in the ^Pole'Vault—12'
(St) and Tofflemier (St); Culp (St),
tournament chairman, Andy Blos
Shaffer (Y).
, , „
„ .
for a very respectable .348 average.
High Jump—6' — Triple tie — Key
som, the perennial favorite, Fred 150 yd backstroke.
ser (St), Cahaney (St), and Logarty
Hutchinson (Y).
Stebbins broke a NCJCC record (SF);
Solomon, Russ Shepherd and also
Broad Jump — 2(F8 — Palaby (SF);
in the 200 yd breast while J. Seaw (Stl: Randolph (Y); Relleva (SF).
Wayne Hardin.
Shot—44'8 — Fairchild (St); Lipsky
The Tigers have a good chance Moore took third. Cullenward (St);
was the victorious San Francisco
By BOB FOOTE
Gaedtke (St); Tildman (SF).
Dlscus-125T1" — Leonhardt (SF);
and
Ball
placed
first
and
second
of
copping
the
team
honors
if
chucker.
Lipsky (St); Davis (Y); Gaedtke (St).
The Stockton College baseball
Individual honors of the games they can get by the likes of Bari- in the 440 and the Stockton 400 jkvelin—169*3"—RJepling (St) (Butter(St); Wcast (Y); Coper (St).
ine finally found themselves last should go to Dutch Triebussar, teau, Ogden, and Hopkins of San yd. relay team was held to second field
Mile Relay — Stockton I Leos, Keyser,
/eek-end in a doublehcader with third baseman for the Stockton Jose' St. Bob Harris last year to end the meet.
an Francisco City College, win club and Bob Grazani, Cub back title holder has joined the pro
1603 Pacific Avenue
stop, who performed terrifically ranks eliminating him from a de
Telephone 3-4952
ing the first game 9-3 and losing
behind the plate in both games. fense of the coveted crown.
be second contest by a 4-3 marDRIVE-IN
Pacific meets San Jose St. here
This Saturday the Cubs engage
in.
their traditional Modesto rivals on April 21 in a match that may
Coach Van Sweet said that his in a doubleheader at Oak Park. decide the C.C.A.A. title.
sam looked like a real ball club The first game is scheduled to INTRAMURALS
"THE HOUSE OF PERSONAL SERVICE"
nd if they had gotten any breaks start at 12:30.
The intramural hopefuls will
24 Hour Cleaning Service — 2 Day Laundry Service
n the second game they would
Sweet announced that Modesto attack the Muni course upon their
ave won it easily.
has a sharp club and will doubt return from Easter vacation. Ed
Donnelly received credit for the lessly give the Cubs a good battle. "Bret" LeBarron, Don Hardy.
rin of the first game, and Keifer Salmon and Donelly will handle Roy Kirsten, Herb Baxter, and
the mound chores for the Cubs. Bob Heck who cavort on the grid
H
iron are signed up to try their
hand at the game.
Although official qualifying
• • from
• BEVERLY DE PARSIA •
(Continued from Page 4)
won't start until the 18th or 19tli
Svery week a hit of the week year in two-timing the Blue and pre tournament favorites may
vill be given*
Gold in the 50 and 100 freestyle well be Lee La Plant and Bob
events. He churned the former Oliva two Stockton College stu
FREE!
dents. They know the course
• • from
o the student picked from in 24.1, the latter in 54.1.
backwards
and
consistently
break
Even without the services of
Directory — YOU may be
their ace distance star, Ralph 80.
4 EX T!
Dark horse of the match play•Must be claimed within week
Sala, the Stanford Indians easily
outpointed the Tigers in their elimination is Bernie Nelson from
Saturday meeting by a score of Walnut Creek. Nelson was
46-29. Only Bob Brown in the weened on the very tough Orinda
100-yd. freestyle and the four- Country Club and hits long
man C.O.P. relay team managed enough irons to ignore the use of
to cop first places from the host woods on the tree studed Munic
ipal layout.
2001 Pacific Avenue
ing Redmen.

FORE!

Mermen Ready
For Nationals
On the 22nd

STOCKTON NINE SPLITS WITH S.F.C.C.

'CLEANERS

Watch This Corner

MORE SWIMMING

If S H O R T S L E E V E
SPORT SHIRTS
3.95
GAUCHO SHIRTS
3.50
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Miss Wu Finds Pacific Friendly

I.R.C. HEARS MRS. JARRETT
—ELECTS NEW OFFICERS

FAST FLOURISHING FROGS FLIPPING AND
FLOPPING FOR FRATERNITY FOLLOWERS

By Fellsa Capillo
In its meeting of Monday, April
High School. Since she has ar
By Phil Froglip
"I think the students here are rived in California, Cindy has 4, the Pacific International Rela
Once again preparations for the annual Calaveras County Frog
very friendly—they help as much done quite a bit of sight-seeing, tions Club took a definite step
as they can," stated Cynthia Wu, traveling up the coast and spend in the direction of internationali Jumping Contest at Angels Camp are in full swing. The managers
who formerly claimed Canton, ing a week at Lake Tahoe. Trav zation when officers were elected. for C.O.P. frog contestants announce that the frogs expect to begin
spring training next week, with a heavy jump-up of frog hopefuis
China as her home. Cindy, as she eling, incidentally, is what she
After the meeting was called to A first team is already to challenge the inexperienced frogs.
is known among her friends, came would like to do more of.
order by Ben Brown, outgoing
• Archania, Rhizomia and Omega
to the United States a year ago,
president of the club, a report
Asked
if
she
had
any
hobbies,
and now resides in South Hall.
Arab
Hashem
spoke
briefly,
Phi have gone to great pains to
was given by Doug Wheeler on a
She thinks Pacific is a pretty she replied, "I like to collect recent "Student World Affairs followed by short announcements screen their candidates, and much
wonderful place to study. She also stamps and take pictures." As for Co ncil
_
„
care has been exercised
"
" conference which he and from Ben Brown. The meeting choose t h e b e g t f r o g A r c ° J °
thinks that there are some good the food here, she confessed that Lois
Lenfest attended.
was then turned over to Mrs. has Charlie Hull, remembered f()a
professors herq. "Everything is it is nice, but "I can't get used to
it."
Clarence
Belle,
election
chairbeautiful on this campus."
Edith Moore Jarrett.
his balcony jumping during the
Iman, then took over the chair
Cindy first heard of Pacific
Mrs. Jarrett showed slides ta- basketball season, training Alpha
from her sister and brother-in- BELLE EVENT CONTINUED— and read the candidates' names
Kappa Phrogg II. Rhizomia has
Arab Hashem, a native of Arabia, ken in Germany and lectured on told their man, the Great Dane,
law, who live here in Stockton,
(•Continued from Page 1)
and Margarida Cordeiro, from the post-war Germany. She had been to make Boomer II a success
and soon after was on her way
Azores Islands, were elected by abroad with the Pacific Summer Omega Phi is rewarded with a
to America, via boat. It took 19 Moe Hess, the music.
days to travel from China to the
The tradition of the Belle was I secret ballot as president and Foreign tour and at the end of beautiful frog, Mr. George WilUnited States, three of which started by the house in the r'ce"President> respectively. As the tour visited occupied Ger son, a refugee Pelican Club am
Cindy spent suffering from sea Spring of 1942 when they took ^ere ™as only one candidate for many. While there, she inter phibian.
sickness.
the song "Sweetheart of Ar- the other positions, the results viewed black marketeers, Nazi,
Until the frogs can be observed
A sophomore, she is taking a chania," written by Kemp Farley, rere a® follows: recording secre- American, and British army per in action, no predictions can be
pre-med course and plans to at and started the custom of select-1,ary' ynthia Wu from China; sonnel.
made, but it is certain that by
tend either Stanford or the Uni ing an outstanding girl from one .ls °rian' Hoori Ibrahim from
Following the lecture, refresh contest time all frogs will have
versity of California sometime in of the rushees of the sororities, rabia; treasurer, Clarence Belle; ments were served and the meet had the advantages of expert
the future. Prior to coming to Last year's Belle was Alice Bell and corresponding secretary, Flo- ing was adjourned.
training.
rence Ingleston. Rosemary LaC.O.P. Cindy attended Wahying of Tau Kappa Kappa.
Guards will be constantly on the
grimas was elected social chair
alert for frognappers, who pre
EASTER VACATIONman, and Gordon Ingleston was
sented such a problem last year.
made publicity chairman.
APRIL 9 TO 17
The school gardeners will be al
lowed by the Administration to
wield bats and clubs should the
"FELLAS"
nappers come upon the frogs.
FLOWERS FOR EVERY OCCASION AT THE
Omega Phi's frog, Mr. George
COLLEGE FLOWER SHOP
Wilson, will be accompanied to
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ON PACIFIC AVENUE
the contest by his trainer and
Phone 2-6550
manager, Wayne Morrill. The
trip will be made in Morrill's
custom-built "Town and Con
trary" model "A" Ernie Smith,
Jack Hyman, and Bob Murray
hope to make the trip in order
SCHOOL SUPPLIES - NOVELTIES - ETC.
to give Mr. Wilson the needed
moral support.
3224 Pacific Ave.
Phone 3-9966
Wilson, Omega Phi revealed, Is
no ordinary frog. To begin with
PACIFIC MARKET
he has a fine pedigree. The first
QUALITY — COURTESY
year of his life he was fed pure
GROCERIES — MEATS — VEGETABLES
vitamin J enriched frog milk.
3200 Pacific Ave.
Dial 6-6136
During his second year he was
—We Cash Checks — Students Welcome—
given minute pieces of Roman
Meal Bread to keep his weight
down. The only time he has been
allowed away from his tile tub
was this winter when he trans
ported fraternity members safely
from Stadiurrt Drive across the
mud flats to building A. Wilson
will start daily workouts which
should put him in championship
form by the time the contest
Q ONIA HENIE'S ICESHOW:—Once
Since she turned "Pro" in 1936 the
rolls around.
a year we just have to take in the
"Queen of the Rink" has drawn some
Archania, disappointed by the
touring Sonja Henie Ice Show and this
15,000,000 people through the turn
showing their contestant made
year did lust that at New York's Madi
stiles to the tune of over $25,000,000.
last year said, "Alpha Kappa
And this comes straight from the man
son Square Gar
Phrogg II will not let us down!"
den. And just to
who should know, her partner Arthur
Rhizomia has kept their plans
Wirtz of Chicago. The 47 year old
see some other
secret, but the managers are
people shiver we
240-pounder reveals that besides
known for coming up at the last
took a lew friends
being quite wealthy and a smart busi
minute with something good.
ness gal Sonja is also the biggest at
along, including

Rough^igider

PACIFIC 5 & 10

For the modern '49er
Rough Rider has developed
the last word in a smart
pair of slacks.
^ Off-seam front pocket
^ Hidden pleat stay
^ Deep, full pleats

In your favorite color and fabric

17.95 — 21.50
Sharkskin, Gabardine, Flannel

%rai/o f-A/c^egfin

Dick Powell and
playwright Moss
Mart. Before we got through, however,
we were hot as blazes, filled with the
heat of admiration for the wonderful
performance of Sonja's Ice Revue.
Our pal—Decorous Dick—was liv
ing up to his rep as one of movietown's best dressed stars. Accord
ingly he shone as usual in all his
glory, said glory being a doublebreasted light tan sharkskin suit with
an over-plaid, covered by a dark
brown double-breasted gabardine
topcoat with wide sweeping lapels
and belt in the back.

traction of the indoor arenas. It was
really quite a spectacle.
K FTER the show our little group
hoofed it across the avenues to
the famous Stork Club, where Sher
man Billingsley. the owner, has one oi
the best celebrity-spotting systems on
the whole night-club circuit. He knows
you have arrived before you've had
even time to park your Ulster with the
hat-chick.
Our genial host gives out with that
big "Welcome-here-you-are-at-lastsmile" and then guides you safely to
the Inner Sanctum—the Club Room.
After a couple of quickies we take the
plunge homeward into the dark can
yons of Manhattan.

TV/TOSS HART, whose plays are
ATX usually the big stage hits along
Broadway sported tan doeskin slacks FAG
with brown plaid, four patch-pocket sports coat and a camels hair wrap
around top coat And our "gal Satur
day" with that long fur way down to
here completed our little spectator
group. Our eyes feasted on the Revue
and its Star. Sonja really has what it
takes and so does her troupe.

C.L.0
'

The Dep't of Labor re
cently revealed these
amazing figures. Men
actually spend $17 to
t30 more on clothes
than women.

SALE
SKI
CLOTHING
and

EQUIPMENT

TURNER

HARDWARE \(£$ COMPANY
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Professional Lecturer
Appointed to Faculty

TULLY KNOLES
MOVES SOUTH

Dr. Tully C. Knoles, after resid
Dr. Alonzo L. Baker, profes ing 25 years on campus, is mov
sional lecturer, has been ap ing off campus with Mrs. Knoles
pointed to the faculty of the to a home located at 2934 Kens
College of the Pacific, announced ington.
By Bob Huth
President Burns and Dr. Eiselen
News of the move was an
HELPING HAND: Radio Quon- this week.
nounced by Dr. Knoles upon com
set is helping out other depart Baker will become professor of pletion of his 30th year with
ments this semester in the infor history and political science here C.O.P.
mation line. For instance, KAEO at C.O.P. starting in September.
His present residence which
is broadcasting five minutes He comes from Los Angeles lies north of Morris Chapel and
(9:00-9:05) of foreign news every where he won his doctorate in which is so well known to all,
morning especially for Dr. 1948 at the University of South will be occupied by President
Moule's Inter. Relations class. In- ern California in the field of Burns and his family.
cidently, you other people who political science and internation The move, which is to take
have profs who ask you "wha al relations after studying and place during Easter vacation, will
hopponed" in world events should teaching at the institution since not alter Dr. Knoles' status; he
listen also. Lots of good news 1942.
will maintain an office in the ad
given in brief.
For several years he has had ministration building.
One question does arise, how
I LIKE SPIKE JONES: Every the largest professional lecture
night from 9:30 until 10:00 there's business in California, and for ever,—Will the new home accom
a nifty little record show on, two years headed a four-man dis modate his horse?
KAEO called Your Request cussion panel on radio station
Patronize Our Advertisers!
Show. Sponsored by the Stock KFI.
ton Dry Goods Co. record depart
ment, the show features records
requested by students here on the
campus.
HAPPY SUNBURN: The radio
remote unit (Operation Death
Your On-Campus Refreshment Center
Valley) leaves today for Death
Valley. Planning to be set up and
ready to broadcast when the party
arrives, the unit will short wave
programs nightly back to Stock
ton over KCVN.
GOOD GOOD: JIarry UhlenConveniently Located in the Student Union Building
berg's new show "My Name Is
Johnny LaBerge" went on the air
last Tuesday night over KAEO,
and in my opinion the show is
PEASANT TYPE SKIRT
d
good. Harry, as the wise
cracking bank teller, is just
short of terrific, and his support
ing cast, led by Jerry Seawell,
couldn't be better. They ought to
have more of this gal Seawell,
she's as good on the radio as she
is on the Little Theater stage.
The only thing that ought to be
changed is the opening. A little
too slow for this type of drama.
Take heed, Harry, take heed.
BATTER UP!: All you "no
place to go" students who are
staying on the campus during the
Easter vacation can hear the C.O.
P. vs. U. of Calif, baseball game
Monday night over KCVN-FM.
This is only the beginning as all
of the Tiger games will be broad
cast this season on both KCVN
and KAEO.
HELP HELP!: Easter vacation
will find Radio Quonset short of
personnel and Beth Winter has
asked me if I would give a prin
ted call for help for people (Ra
dio and Music Majors esp.) to
come over at night during the
vacation and help out on the live
shows. Rehearsals are from 6:30
until 8:30 and air time is 8:30 un
til 8:45. Either sign up on the
bulletin board, on the white or
yellow slip, or just come over.
BIG ANNOUNCEFENT:
HAPPY EASTER VACATION
TO ALL!

EATH VALLEY CARAVAN
VES C.O.P. CAMPUS TORROW AT 7:00.
HOSE GOING SHOULD B
:RE EARLY.

FOR ALL AGES

EASTER CARDS

12:30 noon Baseball Stockton College vs. Mo
desto, Oak Park
Easter Vacation April 9-17
TUESDAY:
April 19 — 7:30-9:15 Tiger Twirler's Club
meeting and dance—Room 200, gym
8:15 p.m.—Faculty Recital, Student Recital
auditorium
WEDNESDAY: 7-8 p.m. Mixer Dance Anderson "Y" upstairs
8:15 Student Recital in Music C
THURSDAY: 4:15 p.m. Pi Gamma Mu paper presentation
in classrooms
12-7:30 p.m.—Music tour (by private car) San
FRIDAY:
Francisco Symphony at the Opera House
Afternoon—Baseball C.O.P. vs. Santa Bar
bara College, Knoles Field

TOMORROW:

IN S T O C K !
A Complete Line of:
DEVOE ARTISTS COLOR-IN-OIL
DEVOE ARTISTS WATERCOLORS
WINSOR NEWTON ARTISTS BRUSHES
— jee
por Your pajnt - Wallpaper —

JCO
=Produe*

THE PABCO PAINT STORE
LET'S MEET AT —

2119 Pacific Ave. Phone 2-2112

PHONE 3-2346

3216 PACIFIC AVE.

A Mary Muffet ORIGINAL

and

solid

pleated all around.
orange.

color

sash.

Skirt

is

Colors: Green, tan,

Sizes 10 to 16.

Dark, dramatic stripes in an easy-fitting, go every
where two-piece. Exquisite Satin and Corded
Madras, strategically edged in snowy white pique.

— $5.95 —

Exclusively Ours, naturally.

•

Walter's House
of Gifts

Phone 3-7947

230 W. Harding Way (Near Pacific)

In fine printed broadcloth with bordered
bottom

For Junior or Granny!

SOCIAL CALENDAR

— $14.95 —

aA&fCjo.
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GUYS 'n GALS

By David Gerber
Spring is here. Our CampUs
has bedecked herself with earl
spring creations of beautiful
Lillian Juanitas
Editor
pink, red, yellow and Whit
Norm Ritter
"""
.Business Manager
Allen Woodall, James R. Morrison
Faculty Advisors
colors that would put a prism t
0
shame.
,™.|^!iShp-d, "2Py Friday ,durlnS the College year by the Pacific Student AsS™" haltered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post Office,
And now, with the perogatiVe
Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
of a young lassie, she's shedding
Jack* Franrd«
—
Associate Editor
her flamboyant outfit for new
^
«
ones with rich and varied hues
•====rJISS 121ft
of majestic green, offset with
enough
dash of color to heighten
G
fe
S
t
o
ul
L Po S?
".
^ « SSS
her charm.
Our local frats would have a
Sup friiAmcnn
—
—
——
Cartoonist
sue Thomson
Qtib Editor
terrific attendance rate if their
COLUMNISTS—Bob Hutli, Jerry Mullin, Elizabeth Borror, Dave Gerber, Don
meetings were held at a physical
Dragoo, Ed Powell.
culture club which is fast becomiST
Ti
n
Bob Foote, Jim Gallagher, Jack Hall, Bob Jiminez,
ing popular with the boys.
Blarklim-n V'U?,!, PJ£5°' -stan Klevan. George Abrahamson, A1 Comaskey, Nance
NLPTI SUIRIS,,
TI.
T,''
, ^°S Ingleston, Jane McBride, Janice Merr*"
They've adopted the slogan, "Give
Dean Stark Sue Thomson, Richard Turner. Irene Mattos, Neil Dollarhide Elo
5aJP, ',M,ar n" PlattV !' s"mner Burdette, Jack Russell, Alice Call, 11111 Sanford"
Me Liberty or Give Me Death!!
Rodney La Rocque, Tino Venzor, Bob Whitney.
Speaking of Spring, Don Hardy
and Roy Kirsten are using binoc
ulars to study the trees of the
campus from their rooms espe
In the present, as in the past, many people have com
The above picture was taken in the Pacific Art Center, March cially the ones in front of the
plained that the Pacific Weekly does not give adequate 18, during the exhibition of "Career Techniques" from the profes Epsilon sundeck.
coverage of campus activities.
sional art training school, Art Center School of Los Angeles. From Skip Whitmore has a bathing
suit that would put a French
In order to have coverage of on-campus and off-campus L. to R. are Jimmie Jordan, senior student, Art Center School, man to shame, but then we have
L.A.;
Jim
Hodges,
COP
radio
student;
Sandy
Price,
COP
radio
news it is necessary to have cooperation from all concerned.
student; and Mr. Archie Wedemeyer, Coordinator, Art Center a lot of supporters over here for
Aftei having doors slammed in your face, sitting on School, L.A., former Director of Art Education, San Francisco City that style ... If you hear strange
duckings or eerie screams ac
hard chairs for hours, and generally getting the run-around, Schools, and past president of Pacific Arts Association.
the'journalistic fire is sometimes lost.
— Photo By Willard Cotton companied by names such as Par
rot, Mole, Lizard, Hippo and the
For their help, nothing but roses to some faculty mem
likes don't become alarmed, it's
bers and students: Deans Betz and Monroe, Dr. Nietmann,
just the Tin Menagerie of QuonDr. Jonte, the Art department, Bob Wilson, Don Martin,'
set A taking the call of nature
too seriously.
Ken Culver, Doris Marion to name only a few.
Tree mate Bill "Stork" Wirt
To the others, the meaning of the word "cooperation"
had
his birthday the other day
is to be found in Webster's Collegiate, page 224, column 1
By Sue Thomson
pay for the teachers, who average and took a shower in the local
line 40.
More than 3,000 adults in $8 a night, but state and federal zoo—great except for one thing
grants to Adult Education lift
Stockton are now taking night most of the burden off the backs —he had his clothes on . . .
Epsilon went berserk the other
give
his
wonderful
scores
over
Letters to Editor
courses at Stockton College and of local tax payers.
April Fools day when the House
St. Mary's High.
schools throughout the vicinity.
Starting back in 1917 as a night boys Dick Morris and Tom BanSPORTS FAN?
A FAN
As part of the public school's high school, the Adult Education delin, Olson and Johnsoned their
Congratulations to H. McWilAdult Education program, it was department struggled against the dinner tables in due respect of
liams for that 19-3 win over Stock Dear Editor:
estimated
that at least one per Board of Education opposition as the day. Consequently the gals
ton College.
Well, it's true.
son in eight goes to night school late as 1942. In those days the ganged up on the boys and
Now if Van Sweet would just
DAVID GERBER
some time during the year. It board policy seemed to be to play treated them to a shower. The
was also noted that more people down the program in favor of the first boys in an Epsilon shower.
come at night than during the private schools, but as the war
GAL OF THE WEEK — When
day.
arrived there also arrived the we think of this week's Gal we
. . . By TED TOOMAY
Most of the teachers who teach necessity of training men and remember our first recollection of
here on campus are also instruc unskilled personnel in factory a swirling, whirling, lively bit of
techniques.
feminity, whose large blue eyes
tors at night school. The adults
Adult Education expanded and
learn to read, write, speak En
glish in order to qualify for citi came into its own then with Mr.
zenship, while some take business David L. Greene as director of
courses to get ahead in their the program. His offices are sit
jobs. Others are also learning uated in E 1 on the South Cam
how to get ahead in their jobs pus, but it is merely a "guest
by the indirect approach, psychol residence" because he wants to
ogy. Some are interested in start take the adults where they won't
ing where they left off years ago, be absorbed by a juvenile study
pattern.
others in just learning, and still
Now as new attendance records
others in something creative like
weaving, pottery, ceramics, or are hitting top, Mr. Greene wor
something expressive like ballet ries that the program won't be
kept decentralized. He wants to
dancing.
attract outlying residents, too,
The part-timers pay small fees ' "not just carriage trade." Adult
for each course—a dollar for classes today are located in 24
typing and first year French, five scattered school, welfare centers,
dollars for ceramics. This doesn't and public buildings.
*

COOPERATION - BETTER COVERAGE

Over 3000 Adults Now Attending
Night Classes in Stockton Schools

THIS IS COLLEGE

Heads and Tales
BY E. BORROR
Immediately after Ray Butler,
Unit II Direetor, opened the meet
ing Student Body President Bob
Wilson made a couple of an
nouncements.
First was the suggestion that a
National Students Association
plan be investigated which in
volved interviewing certain mer
chants in town with the idea of
securing a percentage discount
for student purchases. Areas cov
ered would be barbers, clothing
stores, cleaners, etc.
Second was the suggestion that
was adopted by the senate that
"All right, so you're not learning anything, but it's COP and SC purchase polling
booths, rather than continue to
plain to see that you're getting a well-rounded personality." borrow
them from the county.

li^i

Nomination speeches will be made
in assembly April 28.
Last and most time-consuming
event was the consideration of
the permanent constitution for
COP and SC. This revised consti
tution was accepted and adopted
Monday night by the Senate. Its
changes and a few arguments
leading to changes are presented
in another article in this paper.
FOUNDATIONS IN HOME
LIVING TAKE FIELD TRIP

Twenty members of Founda
tions in Home Living, 40-B, be
came acquainted with services of
fered by the San Joaquin County
Hospital Clinic during a field
trip to the clinic March 24.
Within this month small groups
from the class will return to the
clinic for more observation.

blazed with excitement and whose
dimples lit up her face as she
danced with scintillating move
ment in her Spanish dance of the
Orchesis Recital.
Our Gal, Mary Lou Shanley, of
Alpha Theta Tau, and a product
of Auburn, is a Sophomore, with
cute and pert characteristics,
who could dance her way into
anybody's heart.
Our danceuse loves to swim and
ski in her leisure time. You'll be
able to see her well distributed
105 lbs. and 5'2" in the coming
Aquacade. (She's a lil' one). Our
19 year old brunette is also a
member of the national Honorary
Dance
Fraternity,
Orchesis.
Which proves Mary Lou is the
kind of a gal that's always on
her toes . . .

